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Foreword:

The archaeological survey of the southeast portion of 
the Walhalla Plateau was accomplished while the writer was 
employed hy the Emergency Conservation V/ork as a Student 
Technician. - -

Supervisors of the work were: Eri'kK.Reed,Regional Park 
Archaeologist, Edwin D. McKee, Grand Canyon Park Naturalist, 
and Louis Schellhach,Assistant Park Naturalist.

The writer wishes to acknowledge the courtesy" of the 
National Park Service in lending him collections made in the 
field, for analysis. He is also indebted to Dr. E.W. Haury, 
head of the Department of Anthropology,University of Ari
zona, for many consultations concerning this work; and to 
Dr. Harold S. Colton and Lyndon L. Hargrave of the Museum 
of Northern Arizona for assistance in identification of 
sherds; to H.T, Getty for advice and encouragement. Herbert 
Alberding of the Geology Department,University of Arizona, 
kindly identified the stone artifact materials. A number of 
helpful suggestions were offered by Dr. H.P. Mera of the 
Laboratory of Anthropology,Santa Fe.

The survey crew consisted of the writer and his wife, 
for the last two weeks assisted by two C.C.C. boys.
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Introduction: .

The Area Surveyed:
The period between July thirteenth and August

twentyfirst,1937s was spent in surveying the southeast
- . - . " ... '

portion of the Valhalla Plateau,(Plate II),on the north 
rim of the Grand Canyon. Specifically the work was re
stricted to these limits; Cape Royal on the south, the 
Canyon rim on the southwest and west, a point three and 
one #alf miles north of Cape Royal on the north,(Plate 
III ), and the highway from Park Headquarters to Cape 
Royal on the east. This area covered approximately six 
square miles. The archaeological remains proved to he 
so concentrated that the allotted time was expended in 
this small space.

Previous Work In The Area:
For a number of years Cape Royal has attract

ed sightseers,even before the present good road was 
built. Cowboys working for the Grand Canyon Cattle Com
pany were familiar with the country and had spotted 
numerous ruins. In 1918 they directed Neil M. Judd, of 
the Smithsonian Institution, to Cape Royal and the Val
halla Plateau. Judd did no excavation but describes
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conditions accurately in "Archaeological Explorations 
florth of the Bio Colorado.”(1)

In the summer of 1923,George A.West, of the Milwaukee 
Museum, with a party crossed the Grand Canyon* He report
ed several sites in the Canyon, including a small rock 
shelter,(6,0,222,)(2) about a half mile north of Gape 
loyal, which he excavated. He also reported-one other 
ruin about three miles north of Cape loyal. These two 
sites figure in West's report, "Cliff Dwellings and 
Pueblos in the Grand Canyon,Arizona.”(0)

Gila Pueblo, of Globe,Arizona, conducted a survey 
in the summer of 1930 which included a few sites north 
of Cape Royal. Site records of these are on file at Gila 
Pueblo, the Wayside Museum of Archaeology,Grand Canyon, 
the Museum of Northern Arizona,flagstaff, and at the De
partment of Anthropology,University of Arizona,Tucson.

In 1936 and 1937 Louis Sohellbaoh,Assistant Park 
Naturalist of Grand Canyon National Park, reported six 
sites about two miles north of Cape Royal,(G.C.212-217,)• 
site records are on file at the Wayside Museum of Arch
aeology.

Thus it may be seen that the area has attracted the

1 <Jud4,N.k,, 19 26, pp. 84-#.. ‘
2 G.C. is the designation used to mark sites in Grand 

Canyon National Park.
3 West,George A., 1920,pp.92-97.



attention of several arolmeologiete.
Type of Survey: '
' ' A purely surface survey wae made.i.e., no

test ezoavations were undertaken. Care was taken to note
all features on the surface of the ground, and the area 
thoroughly covered so that no sites would he overlooked.
It is often customary in surveys to record a few repre
sentative sites from each section visited,which permits 
more ground to he covered in a given time and still ^ivea 
a fair sampling of archaeological data. The detailed sur-
vey,although' slower, is likely to reveal more ohscure
sites than one of the general type and will render the 
worker more familiar with the region.

That surveys are important, even essential^ to the 
successful archaeological project undertaken in the south
west is an accepted fact. The laboratory of Anthropology 
at Santa Fe has conducted surveys for a number of years.
Their reports cover results of both survey and excavation. 
The Museum of Northern Arizona at flagstaff has also con
ducted extensive surveys in northern Arizona, part of their 
long-range program. Their excavation is based on these sur
veys.Colton and &argrave,in their Handbook,(1) have stress
ed the value of pottery as a oriterieuof cultural change in 1

1 colton,E.A.,and Hargrave,1.1.,19,introduction.
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the southwest. Gila Pueblo at Globe has also made surveys, 
not only over mueh of the southwest within our borders,but 
in northern Mexico*,their reports cover both survey and ex
cavation. Sites selected for their excavations are those in 
which previous survey has indicated a variety of cultural 
or architectural remains. In fact nearly every important 
excavation conducted in recent years in the southwest has 
been based on a preceding survey.To list all that have 
been made and the methods:employed would make an imposing 
catalogue in itself. Surveys have an important position 
in southwestern archaeological procedure; it is doubtful 
that they will ever cease to be useful.

Purpose of Survey:
Instituted by Edwin D.MoK@@,Grand Canyon national 

Park is carrying out a long-range program of archaeologi
cal indexing within the Park boundary.At present the ob
ject is to systematically record every site in a given a- 
rea.Ihis area may then be marked off on their map as ’sur
veyed. ’ In the past Park officials had reported any sites 
observed wherever they happened to be on duty;different 
men reported the same sites two or even three times,which 
resulted in some confusion. The writer completely worked 
two such areas this past summer;discussion of the larger 
one forms the present report.



Methods:
Sites were recorded on cards as follows:

I site nomher .
S -location-(relation to adjacent sites,by triangulation 

from established points where possible,and topography 
as indicated on the map.A Brunt on compass was used.)

3 type of site
4 condition of walls ~
5 dimensions of ruin
6 sherds-(quantity and extent of distribution.)7 flora
8 elevation from sea level-
9 . marker-(kind and where placed.)10 observations
II number and exposure of negative12 date. - •’■■■■■ ■ ■ •  ̂ V • . -: _ %

On the back of each card was affixed a photograph of 
the ruin ss well as a sketch of the ground plan.Samplings 
of sherds and artifacts were taken from all sites except; 
the few which yielded none.Shese collections will be oh 
file at the Wayside Museum of Archaeology. The United 
States Geological Survey Contour Map was used.(l)

The Country: "
Walhalla Plateau is a delightful place in which to 

work, (Plate 17)* it is in what is generally known as the 
Transition Zone and bordering on the Canadian. The mean 
elevation is about 8000 feet above sea level,ranging from 
7800 to 8500 feet.The topography is made up of flat-topped 
ridges separated by rather steep eanyons;where the latter 
widen out there is an abundance of grass and wildflowers,

I edition of 1927 ,Contour interval bo J’eet ;Scale .one 
tenth foot to one mile. .
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offering, excellent forage for the deer which are very 
numerous. In addition to these are hands of dusky grouse, 
many squirrels,rahhits, coyotes and a variety of small 
rodents; obviously this would have made good hunting ground 
for the Indians. The flora is varied; on the more exposed 
lower slopes are; mountain mahogany, wild locust,cliff 
rose,sagebrush,several cacti, juniperepinon,scrub oak and 
wild plum and currant. Higher up there is a heavy growth 
of western yellow pine interspersed with aspen. Douglas 
fir grows on the canyon walls wherever there is enough 
shade. Water is not lacking as there is a good spring,
(Cliff Springyabout a half mil® northwest of Cape Royal. 
In addition to this are several natural depressions scat

tered about which hold rain water for part of the time at 
least. In summer there is ample rainfall, so that every

thing thrives; the winter snows are said to be very deep 
providing the required sub-surface moisture.



PLATE IV



PLATE V

Cut showing shallowness of top soil.
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At first the oonoentrattea of small ntins in this area 
is somewhat surprising^ since no one at presesl. reaches 
Cape Eqyal for the greater part of the winter due to heary 
snows on the road fr<m Park HeMoa&rters whioh hlook the 
way where it traverses the 0000 foot level. However the le
vel at Cape Royal is leas severely wiatertonM prohahly 
similar to the temperatnre of much of the south, rim*so that 
the oooupants might; have passed the winters in some degree 
of comforti Altogether EfS rains were located in this area 
during this survey. A number of the total were included with 
main site numbers as A,B or 0; The sites themselves were 
quite diverse,ranging from smair one-room affairs,oirealar 
and rectangular, to more complicated larger structures. 
Juddifl) gives an excellent picture in hie report;

"&reenland”{2)"is a lonesome place,and as such it had 
its attractions for the aborigine.Many small ruins are 
to be seen among its tall yellow pines; others lie con
cealed by the scraggy buskbrush and wild looust which 
find" root in the shallow,less fertile soil near the rim. 
lone of these ancient dwellings holds any interest to 
the casual passer-by. $hey are all comparatively incon
sequential structures, now represented by piles of wea
thered limestone. Yet they furnish mute evidence that 
prehistoris men tarried here long enough to oonstruot 
at least temporary homes while he sought out more fa
vorable looations elsewhere, there are no inviting oaves 
on the borders of Walhalla Plateau, and few sheltered 
ledges where dwellings might have been ereoted. Of the 
mesa ruins a few examples only need be cited;— M

1 Judd, N.M. ,1926,pp. 85-88. r” ~‘
2 the local name for Walhalla Plateau in pre-Rational

Park days. \
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"Aa. interesting and at the same time large ruin(£ig#20) 
is to te found at the edge of the timbered area not far 
frcm Gape Royal." (1 }H Its walla are of nmrorked limeetone 
blooks;the: lower ooarae stands on edge, a feature noted 
at several other sites on the plateau. Outcroppings of 
limeetone, extending in straight lines like walls,are to 
be noted in the immediate vioinity.She amount of build
ing stone about these standing blocks"(B)*is so meager 
one is led to believe that here, as in House Rock Valley, 
masonry was used only in part for constrtiotidn purposes. 
The upper walls may have been of rubble; more likely of 
adobe— --- - # ■..: „■ .. ... ■ *. ■. - ■ v .•"

South of the main house group le an area which;ap
pears to have been inclosed by a single wall of masonry. 
The west side of this court is curved, and adjoining-its 
southern.end there remains the foundations of a large 
angular spade of unknown use. All together the ruin forms 
one of those oddities of construction so frequently met 
with on the Walhalla Plateau. ’ v ;;

Hear the wire fence which divides the lower half of 
Greenland is a two-room house,(fig.81, HSl'JIn both sise 
and arrangement it does not differ materially from sev
eral ruins passed hereabouts. One exception is to be^not- 
ed, however. Its walls were built not of limestone but 
of large sandstone blocks, meet of which were roughly ; 
shaped. It is rather remarkable that throughout the en
tire region traversed— masses of sandstone were invariab
ly dressed with some degree of regularity before being 
placed on the walls of an ancient house. Limestone, on . 
the other hand, although employed more frequently,rarely 
exhibits any trace of the shaping process. ;

Many problems arise in connection with the prehistor
ic remains of the Walhalla Plateau. .Some of these pro- ■ 
blems seem explicable after an examination of other ruins 
where similar features obtain; others defy explanation. 
One suoh enigma arises in connection with our next ruin.

The dwelling itself:is a.simple structure of three v 
adjacent rooms (fig.22. )’* (4) ” In orientation, in the size' 
of the individual apartments, and in character of stone
work it does not differ in any marked degree from a dozen 
other ancient dwellings observed on Kaibah Plateau. If 
anything the ruin is less complex, less irregular, thapt"

1 6.0. 26b. "" ' —  ' r
2 Plate IX illustrates this feature.
3 G.G. 292.4 G.G. 383.
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"majay of its neighbors. But just in front of the three 
connecting rooms is a semi-circular court formed by 
ridges of flint and chert spalls. Chunks of flint, wea
thered from innumerable outcroppings, are of common 
occurrence in the vicinity. In front of the houses how
ever these fragments appear to have been raked together, 
forming the ridges or "windrows" indicated in the ground 
plan. $he space between them and the ruin is totally , 
free ff cm ..chips- as free as a carefully prepared garden^ 
The purpose of all this is not olear.— , . .

Similar ridges appear on the opposite side of the 
ruin, but in this instance they form rectangles of var
ious sises; The component stones certainly originated * 
in the flinty ledges repeatedly seen in this section of 
the plateau, but how and when they were gathered into 
the little rows visible today are questions that still 

' puzzle." : ■' ' "" ' "  ... -  ̂ v
The above is a very good account of the material one 

meets with on V/alhalia Plateau.The "little rows” of rook 
which puzzled Judd, and to which he attributed a possible 
ceremonial significance, the writer identifies as garden 
plots, an idea mentioned by Judd but not oonsidered by him. 
as likely. More will be said on this point in a Mter part.

As to general distribution of sites, the majority were 
of the small one or two room rectangular type.(Elates VII 
and XII.) In fact approximately 50 percent of the house 
types come under this classification. Because of the thin 
topsoil,(Plate V) pithouses would have been difficult to 
build. It seems logical to accept Judd's conclusion that 
some temporary superstructure was built on a stone found-

Earlier structures, round or Dshaped,(Plate VI) repre
sented but 12 percent of the total. These were often on the
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edge of a ridge or on natural ’benobea.$bey were 'built like 
those described by Judd exeept that in some cftees they seem 
to have been partially dug into the sloping ground.

An intermediate stage of architecture is represented by 
houses which had a living^oom built as the above, only larg
er, (Plate YI).the outlines of which are clearly visible and 
not obscured.by fallen walls. Adjoining this large room are 
smaller rooms, possibly for storage,,built, at.first with 
temporary upper walls, and.later on with walls wholly of 
masonry as may be seen by the amount of fallen wall materi- 
al. Shis type represents 16,percent of the total.

Prom this intermediate stage develops a house with a 
large, central living-room entirely of masonry, and with a 
room on each end which was evidently only of stone about 
half way up its height. (Plates VI,IX and 2.) The ruins now 
present a large mound of rooks about four feet high at the 
ceater,flanked by lower mounds about two feet high. Shis 
house type was evidently in use Just before the area was 
deserted and represents eight percent of the total.

The above evolution of house types as presented by a 
surface survey was first postulated by the writer and la
ter supported by evidence gathered from sherd collections. 
These classifications have been somewhat formalised since 
each ruin had its own peculiarities. As a rule sites fitted 
into one of the above groups. Of all the sites visited only
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nine were of contiguous room type having more than two 
rooms•(Plate XI,) Six sherd areas ware recorded, two oliff 
granaries, (Plate Y U )  end two sites which might he true 
pithouses. These and unidentified types make up 14 percent 
of the total*

The majority of sites occupied the ridge-tops and were 
built not far from the agricultural terraces which follow
ed the sloping contours. Ho sites were centered in large 
level spaces. A few small rooms were perched on slopes or 
small ledges*, possibly some of these represent early oc
cupation. The majority however were directly associated : 
with the garden terraoes and so are to be considered as - ; 
storerooms. Dr.Haury has offered the opinion that they;: ; 
might have been dwellings and thought it unlikely for prim
itive peoples to leave their crops unguarded. The author ; 
feels that these structures were too small for habitation 
and that the area was-during at least part of its hitbory- 
a safe one far from sudden attack, pointing, as further ex
amples, to the unguarded, isolated cliff granaries found
about the Grand usnyen as well as in the Tsegi.■ • . ■ ■ , ■ : ' - ' ; . ■

One of the problems presenting itself as the survey 
went on was that the greater part of the sites showed rsoc
cupation; only a few sites were pure. The distribution was ; 
as follows:
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PLATE VII

G.C. 371

A small cliff granary



PLATE VIII

G.C. 422

One type of masonry encountered on the Valhalla Glades



PLATE IX

G.C. 265 Note large undressed 'building blocks 
standing on end.



G.C. 265
An early Pueblo III site



PLATE XI

G.C, 372 A typical ruin on the Valhalla Plateau



PLATS XII

G .C. 293 Small terraces may "be seen rlong the 
lines; on the rock is a ruin. The artificially 
dammed depression in the upner left still holds 
water after heavy rains.
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Par® Pueblo I and earlier 3 percent.
Pare, early: P.II(oa.900-1000A.D* )l®6a ttem 1 " "
Pare late P.Hfoa.lOOO-llOOA.D.) 3 ” n
Mixed-Barly and late P.II : . . 9 » "
■" P.I,early P.II 26 w »
" P.I to late ^.11 ‘ 12 " "
n P.I to early P.UI(oa.U76A.D.} 24 " "
M early P.II to early P.Ill: I) " "
" late P.II to early P.III 14 " "Sherd areas etc. .rniao. - ; ■ . 4 * • .*

Prcm the above it will be seen that Pueblo II is w e n  
represented. Another angle is that of the total sites 64 per
cent bore Pueblo I and earlier sherds,92 percent bore Pueblo 
II, and 43 percent had early Pueblo III, (none of the later 
P.III types were found. )(Plate*yiI,fig.£.) Plainly the ar#m 
was inhabited over a long period of tins with the greatest 
oonoentration during Pueblo II. This contention it may be mt-• ....  * ' ' ... V'>~
ed is supported by the distribution of housetypes as well as 
the quantitative distribution of sherds which will be discuss
ed later. : : ' . ■ : 1 -

Several features of these ruins were mentioned by Judd, 
which independently had caught the attention of the writer.
The presence of large enclosures is puzzling since the fal
len material does not indicate a wall high enough for pro
tection from attack, unless the foundation stones were capped 
by a temporary wall such as adobe.In this case they might 
have been wind shelters. In only one example was the location 
feasible for defensive purposes. Five such sites were recorded.
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The writer does not know the provenienoe of the house 
types just described. Judd mentions some of similar con
struction in the House Rook Valley,(1) and Colton,(2) 
describes others in the San Franaisoo mountain region*
The writer opines an amount of both these influences plus 
adaptation to this individualistic bit of country by the 
occupants. It remains for excavation to clear up any 
certainty as to granaries,terraces and other points as
well as the dwellings. .. ..... , ^

That the writer has differed from Judd in some instances 
he feels is due to the fact that Judd!s survey on Walhalla 
Plateau was too limited in time to enable the latter to re
cognize the facts which surface conditions on closer inves
tigation imply. This is in no way a criticism of Judd's re
port which in its. "Greenland" section,is so accurate and 
lucid that from the 273 sites surveyed by the writer he 
could at once identify Judd's described sites and ground 
plans. 1 2

1 Juda.u.M., 1926, pp'.'76-62.
2 Colton,E.S.,1932,P.31.
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Agricultural Aids?
These form an important part of the remains in this 

area. Small garden plots are laid out around houses. The 
earth seems to have "been cleared of all rocks which were 
thrown or raked into hillocks or rows separating the strips 
of ground. Along nearly all practicable ridge-shoulders are 
terraces, sometimes as many as nine deep* they are up to 20 
feet wide and 300 yards long and may easily be distinguish
ed today,(Plates XIV and XV.) These are the most extensive 
and best constructed garden terraces of prehistoric origin 
which the writer has had the opportunity of seeing in the 
southwest. Terraces of somewhat different nature are des
cribed by Colton, (l. ) Several small dams are to be seen on 
Walhalla Slades, built across ravines to divert rainwater 
into ditches which led to terraces along the slopes. A 
good reason for this gardening system is the scarcity of 
topsoil, which heavy rains must rapidly have carried off. 
Evidently the aborigines built up these terraces and fill
ed them with earth from which all rocks had been removed.
The earth is in many cases quite gone now. To accomplish 
such a task with the primitive implements then at hand must 
'have meant much and constant labor. Judd speaks of the oc
cupation as a temporary one,(2)̂  the writer does not consider

1 Colton,ff'.S.,1932,P.15,P.34 and fig.15. ~2 Judd,U.H.,1925,P.85.
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it as such since the surface pottery represents at least 

six hundred years. The country, although cold in vinter, 

ras sheltered from sudden attack; it had abundant rain

fall and game and offered more attractions than hundreds 

of miles of surrounding desert. Last hut not,least, these 

terraces, huilt and maintained with such effort, repre

sented a heavy investment on'the part of the ahorigines 

which they would not he inclined to make during mere tem

porary halts. In fact the crops which they raised here 

and the granaries huilt in conjunction with terraces seem 

to remove any douht that this country was occupied the;year
. . " ■ : - - ■ : . ■ "V: ' : '

\ ..."

round and -not only.in the summers. Such a harvest would 

have heen impracticable to transport any distance.



PLATE XIII

Rock barriers built in a small wash to 
divert water into agricultural terraces 
situated west of G.C. 350.



PLATE XVI

Small garden plots of the type described by Judd



PLATE XIV

Agricultural terraces west of O.C. 350.

/



PLATE XV

Agricultural terraces north of G.C. 265
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Additional Observation#:
Kivas.were not noted; sinoe Colton describes them in 

the Flagstaff area of a diameter as small as nine or twelve 
feet,(1) there may be some present on Walhalla Glades;with
out excavation this must remain uncertain. Colton also says:
(2) " a  kiva could be inferred in some cases by a depres

sion in the ground in the court, while northwest or 
northeast another1 depression seemed to represent a re 
servoir or tank or merely the excavation out of which 
the clay and stone were removed for building purposes."

Such a description is equally applicable to this survey.
Circles of rock on edge, ranging in diameter from 12 to 

36 inches, were observed near a few ruins. One of these was 
dug out with a trowel. The bottom wes lined with neatly fit
ted rook slabs which had been burned* These were evidently 
outdoor firepits. :

A number of barrows were noted, scattered near ruins; 
these were roughly oblong in shape and from the size of a 
grave to larger. They were of rook, but definitely not re
mains of dwellings due to their narrowness. Since burial 
remains of any sort have been to date unknown in the Grand 
Canyon it would be advisable to open some of these to de
termine their purpose, which might or might not throw any 
light on funeral customs. •

Yant pits, although scattered about the park, were 
found only once during this survey. This one was a large 1 2

1 Colton,H.8., 1932,P.43. “ ' '
2 ibid,P. 32.
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circular mound 48 feet in outside diameter with a depression 
in the center, all the rock fragments in and around it were 
blackened, and. the covering of earth and grass was a contrast 
to the bare stones of neighboring ruins* These.pits, made 
for roasting yant, or mescal,as it is variously known, have 
been made by parties of Indiana camping in later, probably 
historic, times, and have no relation to the main ruin se
quence. (1) - . ,

The writer noticed a number of faint trails which he 
at first supposed were merely vestiges of the days when 
cattle roamed the park..This idea was soon discarded due 
to the fact that large trees often grew in the path, and 
those fallen across them were in a state of advanced decay. 
Trails seemed to lead from one ruin to another so that it ..... 
is reasonable to suppose them oontesqporary. with the dwel
lings. By intention or.usage they are cleared of rocks 
which are piled along the trail in small ridges.

r^udd,h.M., 1986,^.138.
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Ceramic Analysis:
She pottery of Walhalla PlateauvSs more varied than the 

house types, at least two influenees and four stages of Ana- 
sazi culture■vsere felt. Primary examination of sheirt® shwed 
tlMit Utah types were present and that some northern Arizona 
types .were not typical. A: large part of the decorated sherds 
were hadly weathered, many eaten by humic acid caused by 
pine needles among which they have lain for several hundred 
years.In spite of this it was usually possible to place them 
in their proper group,(Ware.)(1) Utility sherds had not far
ed so badly and in most cases could be readily identified.
In the statistical analysis plain portions of decorated 
sherds and weathered sherds not definitely classifiable were 
placed in their respective wares. If this could not be done 
they were left unclassified; only three percent were so list
ed. ' ' : - ' ' ' ^  L "  ̂ :

The following analysis was made on a quantitatir# basis 
and is to supplement the site analysis. Another object In 
this work is to point out the variety of pottery types pre
sent and show, if possible, their'relationship to one ano
ther. The writer is not familiar with the various deaerated 
styles from the Virgin River,Utah. Four separate analyses 
were made? the first one at the Grand Canyon when the ool- 1

1 Colton,H.S., and Hargrave,!.1.,1937,pp.l,£ & %b4.
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leotions were oatalogued. At this time sherds were select
ed and shown to Hargrave, who advised analyzing all the 
sherds irrespective of sites in order to determine the 
main types present. With this accomplished type sherds 
were again assembled and made the hasis of the first ana
lysis done site by site. After this third analysis Har
grave again checked the identifloation, including sherds 
not identifiable by the writer; in most oases these were 
also recognized by Hargrave.f1)Working over the material 
had made the writer more familiar with it and, wishing to 
verify the accuracy of the earlier part of his work* he 
made a last and final analysis. She result was the select
ion of a few sherds,mostly Virgin Elver types, for identi
fication by Ben Wetherill, who has worked in that region 
and is the only person at present thoroughly familiar with 
these. It was unfortunately impossible for Wetherill to 
find time to do this so Hargrave most kindly verified the 
sherds as from that district. Because of insufficient data 
on the Utah Black-on-white sherds they have been grouped 
as of the Virgin River series without making specific iden
tifications as to type. The main utility types from the 
area were well enough established to identify. It is pos
sible that work in the area where these types are centered 
will demonstrate the existence of additional ones, for the

i. Eluff 'Black-on-red, Medlpihi BlacKr'o'u-reŴ KÎ -ko Blaok- oh-whlte y Eokop BlSck? on-wbite, and sherds from the Virgin Biver region,Utah.
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present they will Toe considered under the elassif last ions 
already assigned them. Hargrave and Wetherill have express
ed the intention of working up Spencer’s (1) material so 

Shat it will fit into the scheme of the "Handbook of north
ern Arizona Pottery Types." (2) Wetherill also has written 
a report,soon to be published, on the work he has done in 
the Virgin Elver Valley. When these are available the class
ification of Utah pottery found on the north rim of the 
Brand Canyon will be much more certain.

The writer has chosen to follow the outline given in 
the "Handbook of northern Arizona Pottery Types" since the
majority of types met with in this surrey are described in

: = ■ '■ : ;-V. ' ,

On the following pages is the result of the analysis 
of 1(^00 sherds.

1 Spencer,J.E.,1934,pp.70-80. rr
2 Cd4toh;H.3., and Hargrave, l.-l., 1937.
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HORIH&RN ARIZOIIA PffiCIERY TYPES
Sjp«: Type Sherds(l) Peraent ofpainted or 

unpainted.

SA1J JUAR RED WARB:(2)
Bluff Series.(3)

Bluff Blaok-on-red (4) R.R* 28 .44
Btadmans Series.(5)

Beadmans Black-on-red (6)R.R.1,21274 & 277 2.
Modioine Blaok-on-red (7)R.R. 27 *44
Susayan Blaok-on-red (8) B.B. 89-82 2.3
Citadel Polychrome (9) H.R. .34 &$ 300 1*
Bolyohrome.Undesori'bed (10) R.R.55 &36 .44
San Juan Red Ware (11) IS*

I »ypt sherds will be on file at the wayside Museum of 
Archaeology. Grand Canyon.

£ Colton,H.S., and Hargrave,B.B., 1937,P.67.
3 ihid,P.68; 4 ibid,P.69; 5 ibid,P.70; 6 ibid,P.71.
7 ibid,P.72; 8 ibid,P.74; 9 ibid,P.75.
10 These sherds closely resemble Citadel Polychrome;but ' 
are decorated on both sides alike,i.e., there is, instead 
of the slip, the same deaeration on the outside of these 
sherds that is ordinarily on the inside only. Hargrave, , 
in a personal conversation,(I2/30/37) gave it as his opin
ion that this type should be included in the Deadmans ser
ies. These few sherds may have been the work of one potter 
or, oh the other hand, this may be a local type previously 
undesoribed. \ r: . ' : :II iVeatherad portions of decorated sherds and undeoorated 
parts of same which could not be definitely identified as 
to type but belonged in this group were listed under the 
above heading.
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unpainted.
$3161 ORASGE WAEi!); (1)

$usayan Polychrome(2) H.R.33,229 & 273 .44
Dbgoaahi Polyohrome(3) H.R.232 & 233 (two sherds)

mAYAE GRAY WARE: (4)
Tsegi Series:(5)

Lino Gray(6) R.R. 137-145 i.
Kana-a Gray(7) H.B.llt-lil 3.
Tusayan Corrugated(B) m.R.123-136,261 & 292 40.
Moenooui CorrugatedO) R.R. llfi-lie. 19.
medicine Gray(10) R.R.293 1.
Cleary Tooled(11) I.R.291 . ( one sherd) -
Coconino Gray(12) M.R,109-114 ( eight sherds)

Honahi Series:(13)■ 1 : • . .  ̂ ' ' • ' /
Hoimni $ooled( 14) B.B. 116 (two sherds)

Type Sherds: Percent of

1 Colton,H.S., and Hargrave,l.L.,1937,P.92; a lhld,P.96 
(these sherds were lahelled1 not typioal’hy Bargrave.letter 
3/4/38.) .3 ibid,P.98;(these two sherds were also called ’not typioal' by Hargrave.) 4 - ibid,P.190; 5 ibid,P.191;
6 ibid,P.191; 7 ibid,P.195,note: the presence of lino and 
Y&na-a Gray confirms the existence of an early occupation 
on Walhalla Plateau, for further data see Colton and Har
grave, 1937. 8 ibid, P; 196; 9 ibid,P.197; 10 ibid,P.199;
m  ibid,P.2E?; 12 ibid, P.201; 13 ibid,P.202; 14 ibid,'JP#2i02*.  ̂ , --
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TUSAYAIT WHITE WABti: (1)
Kayeata Series:(2)

Kama-a Blao k-on-white(2)
Deadmans Black-on-white(4)

PoKoszhi Black-on-white(5) 
S@#i Blaok~oa-white( 6 ) 

Bolaooa Seriearff)
Kia-ko Blaak-on-white(8)1

Wunatki Series(9) •
Flagstaff Blaok-on-whitef10} 
Tuaayan White Ware(11)

IITTHi! COLORADO WHITE WARB(IE) 
Walnut Series:(13)

Walnut Blaok-on-white(14)

Type Sherds:' Percent of
p#i#ed or

-

unpainted.

H.R. 76-63 2.
H.R.84-87,186,
190,199,219,
224,260 & 265 • 11.
H.R. 88-94 4.
H.R.66-67 & 108 6.

H.R.102-104,200
& 208 ( five shards)

H.R.95-101 4.
46.

H.R. 66-76 3.

I Colton,k.d., and Hargrave,1.1., 1937,2.20%; % ibid,l.W6; 3 itid,P.205; 4 ihid,P.E08;.5 ibid,P.209;6 ihid,P.219, 
note*:exterior surface of these sherds is rougher than those 
from the Tsegijpaste and temper olose1| resemble Flagstaff 
B/W.) 7 ibid,P.218; 8 lUd,P;219; 9 ibid,Pi246; 10 ibid,
Pr226; 11 Badly weathered sherds and undeoorated portions 
net identifiable by type but recognizable as of this group. 
12 Colt on.H.S., and ^argrave,I>. 1.', 1937,P.234; 13 ibid,P. 
236; 14 ibid,Pi237; there is a slight regional idiosynoraoy 
, the rim of sherd no.73 has a decorated lip, a feature not 
specified in the above reference.



Type: Type Sherds: Percent of
painted or 
unpainted.

SAN 'FRAKCISCO MOUNTAIN GRAY WARE (l)
Deadmans Gray (?-) N.R.7-26 9.
Deadmans Fugitive Red (3) N.R.3-6 (eight sherds)

Miscellaneous Types:(4)
Kokon Black-on-white (5) N.R.105,106 (two sherds)

N.R.250: has been described by Hargrave (one sherd) 
as " a temporal intergrade between Kana-a 
and Deadmans Black-on-white, or between 
Deadmans and "Flagstaff Black-on-white.”(6)
N.R.208: was described by Hargrave, (one sherd)
as 11 a temporal intergrade between 
Lino Black-on-gray and Kana-a 
Black-on-white.” (7)

Colton,H.8., and Hargrave,L.L.,1937,P.251; 2 ibid,P.252; 
ibid,P.252; 4 ibid,P.246; 5 ibid,P.248. . ...personal letter,3/4/38; 7 ibid.

r
3
6



Northern Arizona Pottery Types:
Discussion: pottery coming under this heading made up 

60 percent of the analyzed sherds, the remainder were ten
tatively identified as representative of types from south
ern Utah.

Taking the Arizona sherds as a group,18 percent were 
representative of Pueblo I and earlier, 72 percent of Pue
blo II, and 10 percent of early Pueblo III,(Plate VII,fig. 
!•)

That there was an early occupation is indisputable, 
since Lino Gray is definitely present.Several sherds might 
have been identified as Lino Black-on-gray had they not 
been so weathered. The lower portions of Lino, Kana-a and 
Medicine Gray are indistinguishable, so that rim sherds 
are essential for determining these types. Excessive wea
thering of some decorated sherds made it advisable to lump 
the damaged specimens in their respective wares without 
specialized identification. The utility sherds were in bet
ter condition and so were of assistance,in conjunction with
recognizable decorated sherds, as a rough criteria^in.dat-' .

ing sites.
The numerical strength of Deadmans Black-on-white and 

Tusayan Corrugated would indicate a marked increase -in pop
ulation of the area during Pueblo II. Presence of types ex
tant in early Pueblo III, such as Flagstaff Black-on-white, 
Walnut Black-on-white, Citadel Polychrome and Tusayan Poly
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chrome, with the total absence of types associated with 
late Pueblo III such as, Betatakin Black-on-white,(l)
Kayenta Black-on-white,(2) Kayenta Polychrome,(3) and 
Kiet Siel Polychrome,(4) would indicate that the area was 
Inhabited no later than 1175 A.D. Two sherds of Dogoszhi
Polychrome,(which were not typical,) might be earlier than

- ■ -• - - , . 'their type sherds, or they might have been left by later 
parties, of Indians camping in the area.(5) Since these two 
sherds are the only exceptions in the total number repre
senting a later date we may, for.the time, disregard their 
occurrence in tentatively dating the exodus from the area. 
Excavation would of course throw more light on the subject, 
especially if any wood or charcoal were obtained for tree 
ring dating.

As has been said before, there were some regional dif
ferences in the pottery; a few decorated sherds were not 
quite typical of those found at their place of origin, and 
there were minor variations in paste, temper and finish.

Future workers in this region should be on watch for 
the Polychrome, to date unnamed and described, listed on 
page 22, as well as for Alameda Brown Ware,(6) which is so 
far absent, although San Francsico Mountain Gray Ware is * 
present.

1 ?°lton,H.S., and Hargrave,L.E.,1937,P.215; 2 ibid,P.217;
3 itid,P.99; 4 ibid,P.100; 5 Haury,E.W. ,Kivas of the Tus-
ayan Ruin,Grand Canyon,1931,pp.12-13, cites a similar instance. 
6 Colton,H.S.,and Hargrave,L.l.,1937,P/157.
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SOUTHED UTAH POggJaBY TOES

Type: ’ Type Sherds:
UTAH GRAY mRE:(l)
VlrKia Hiver Series(2)

Blaok-on-whlte H.E.166,187,193,196,202,
210-213,216-218,221,226- 
228,251-253,265-267,262, 
264^267,271,262,283.

These sherds comprise various types found In the 
Virgin Hlver Valley,Utah. Types are not yet satisfac
torily worked out so the writer is unahle to further 
olassify them.Included under this heading were 22 per
cent of the Utah type sherds; the remainder were uti
lity sherds. -

Utility Sherds .. ff.B. 176-183.
These are corrugated sherds for the present class

ified as Utah Gray Ware. The distinguishing character
istic is the shallow pinch which leaves an impression 
of the thumbnail at each indentation of the coil,(Plate 
XIX,JS & P, )j this type was present on numerous Walhalla 
Glade sites.

U.B.29T: is also Utah Gray Ware, the decoration,pre
viously unknown to the writer, consists of fingernail. im
pressions forming a design superimposed on the corruga
tions, (Plate XIX,G.)

i Classification suggested by Margrave in a personal 
letter. 2 ibid.
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Type: Type Sherds:

UTAH BROWH WARBflj ’ /
Shinaromp Brown(2) ' H.R.43-47t248
Shinermip Goiled(g) H.E. 146-169
Shiharnmp Corrugated(4) H.R.160-176,247>
H.E*175. 184 & IBS: are good examples of plain and

corrugated pottery "believed to belong among Utah Brown 
wares.(PlateZIZ.H and I,j(5) The surface color is brown 
to brown gray,finish irregular and often rough,(corrug
ated sherds barely show indentation which is irregular 
and sloppy.) Paste is'brown resembling the surface col
or i paste texture is soft and crumbly. Inclusions,often
light colored and rounded,make up a large proportion of 
the paste, are irregular in size,(large to very'large,)
and protrude from the surface of the vessels. Wall thick

ness ranges from 3 to 10 mm. At present no more may be 
said of this type until future study establishes its 
true relation to other types.

i designation used by Margrave in personal conversation 
with the writer. 2 Spencer,J.B.,1934,P.74; 3 ibid,P.75; 
4 type not mentioned.by Spencer but identical to Shtna- 
rump Brown except that it is corrugated. 6 identified 
by Hargrave as a Utah type,3/4/38.
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MISGisiLLAltoOUS TYPiiS: ' ■
Jf.H.EB?,286.890 and 291: are examples of utility sherds 

found in Walhalla Glades, distinguished hy impressions on 
the surface made with a stick or some other sharp imp lament", 
(Elate XIX,A,B,C.) fhis decoration is uncommon in the area. 

North Greek Gray(l) N.B.48*55 & 249.
This type as it is represented in the area under dis

cussion is difficult to define since the only apparent dif
ference "between it and Shinarump Brown is the method of 
firing,(North Greek Gray, if subjected to firing in a re
ducing atmosphere turns to the color of Shinarump Brown.) 
This might well he classed with Utah Gray Wares.

Middleton Red(2) H.R.37-42,243-245.
Intentionally oxidized sherds of Shinarump Brown are 

identical to Middleton Red. The writer knows of no whole 
vessels of the latter; it is possible that sherds so lab
elled are merely accidentally oxidized Shinarump Brown. 

Discussion: J
Colton has proved by tests with Shinarump Brown, 

North Greek Gray, Shinarump Corrugated and Middleton Red 
that all of these sherds, if fired in a reducing atmos
phere, will turn to gray typical of Shinarump Brown.(3)
Parts of these same sherds, if fired in an oxidizing at-

1 Spencer, J.iS. ,1&34,E.74.
2 ibid,B.74.
3 Colton,E.5., and Hargrave,l.Iu,1937,P.6.
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moaphere.oloaely reaemtle Middleton Bed. Dr. Colton has . 
teen kind enough to subject some sherds,(1) to oxidizing 
and reducing testa for the writer in this connection. In 
the light of these test results it is possible that Mid
dleton Bed is accidentally oxidized SMn&rump Brown as 
sherds of the latter when oxidized turn to a similar red, 
and Middleton Bed sherds in a reducing flame turn to gray. 
The writer also suspects Berth Creek Gray and Shlnarump 
Brown to he synonymous as they cannot he readily differ
entiated; color differences are purely accidental. How 
much firing in this area was deliberately controlled by 
the potters is a matter of conjecture since at present 
no whole vessels are available for diagnostic purpose.

With further work on this point it may be possible to 
entirely eliminate Horth Creek Gray, Borth Creek Gray 
Corrugated and Middleton Red from the Utah types named 
by Spencer.(2)

It is unfortunate that so little reference data is
; ' - - • ■

available on these Utah sherds since they comprise so 
large a percentage of the Walhalla Glades material.
Their presence is observed in early Puebl^EI and becomes 
increasingly multiplied until in Pueblo III we find 
Utah pottery is more abundant than that from the Teegi cuU

1 ti.B. 234-242. " ' ' —  —  ' '
2 Spencer, J.i;., 1934, P.74.



San Francisco Mountain districts.
Only seven pure Utah sites were recorded and these 

yielded only utility sherds In small quantities. Sherd 
types from the south and east mixed with Utah specimens 
were found on the majoriyy of sites; if we may infer 
anything from surface appearances this may "be taken to 
indicate contemporaneous occupation, on the part of two 
peoples, a point to be determined by future excavation.
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Utah Utility Sherds



lithio Industry:
Stone work on Walhalla Plateau was not of Tery high 

standard.A few implements were collected on or near eaoh 
site, making a total of 700 artifacts, the majority were 
of chert, about 95 percent, and very poorly worked.Other 
materials used were: quartsite, fossil sponge, chalcedony 
flint, milky quart a, banded agate and obsidian. Kanos and 
metates were made 60 percent of grits and 40 percent of 
sandstone.

Stone material common on the north rim does not lend 
itself readily to fine flaking. With the one exception 
of the few obsidian flakes found, no material was noted 
not directly native to the area. Most of the artifacts 
collected were made by percussion with little or no 
pressure retouch; in fact percussion appears to have been 
used even for small flaking, shaping edges, etc. Most of 
the implements were of the flake variety, struck off a 
larger core. Projectile points and a few blades showed 
pressure shaping. The lithic industry was not well ad
vanced; to produce the desired shapes.tools seem to have 
been made in whatever was the most rapid and easiest pos
sible way. That this was deliberate is attested by quan
tities of examples in all stages,of knocking off flakes 
strewn about the ground, all strikingly consistent in 
pattern.
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Most of the. Implements were small enough to use convenient
ly in the hand or to he hafted; however some large chert 
objects shaped like rude carpenters planes, probably scra
pers, were observed near several sites, these must have re
quired two hands due to their size.

Two types', of art if acts are especially to be noted: one 
a soraper with, celt-like edge, (Plate XX,)} the edge was chip
ped from both sides and is the widest part of the scraper 
so that the sides taper away from the edge to a ridge. This 
tool seems to have been a specialized one and is quite well 
worked. Morse,(1) pictures scrapers seemingly similar from 
the Premont River, Utah. These Walhalla Glades scrapers 
were found on pure Pueblo II sites and so may be associated 
with this stage. Secondly, aregcrude blades of chert,(Plate 
XXI) thick in cross section yet long and narrow when view
ed from the side. Flaking of these blades was undoubtedly 
done by percussion since no pressure retouch was observed 
on them and because the material does not lend itself to 
pressure flaking. This type of tool appears also to have 
been a specialized one and to have been in use earlier 
than the celt-like scraper since it does noteoccur on pure 
late Pueblo II sites. Thin flakes of chert were also used 
as blades with little shaping or retouch,(Plate XXII.)

1 Morss,I., 1931, Plates 3% & 33. " " ™ “



Implements were found In these proportions.

%p@: Percent of total Plate Ho. Fig Ho,

Cflt-like Scrapers 4. XX:
Thick Blades 3. XXI
thin Flake-blades e. XXII 1Flaked Blades 7. H 2Thin round-end Scraper 3. n 3Sfnare-end Scraper 5. tt 4Smb-mose. ■ Scraper 1. it 5
Sidi. Scraper • . 15. it 6Flan©-con?ex Scraper 3. n ; 7lot©bed Scraper 5. XXIII 1Scraper-graver y  ■- 2. n 2flake-graver :. - - : 2. ii 3Scraper-flake:'" ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 30. ■ ‘«- 4Projectile Points 4. it 6-8
M m  . ' ■ ' ' " 1. M 10PbliShing & Bnbbli% Stones 2. II 9Metates ■ 2. XXIVManbs 3.

In comparison'.with'the number of projectile points 
to be found almost anywhere on the south rim of the Grand 
Canyon the amount found on the north rim was insignificant 
Possibly the dwellers on the north rim may have used wood
en points on their arrows. This was one of the striking 
differences between the opposite, sides of the Canyon dur
ing the survey, for on the south side one is likely to ;- 
ohanoe upon several projectile points a day, whereas on 
the north rim they are rare and only a few were collected.
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Estates were open at. one end, fully shaped on the out
side. of thin sections of rook and averaging 16 Inches la_ 
length. (Plate XOY) The mano was made to fit the trough. (1) 
Four metatea of the Shoshonean type (2) were recorded; 
two of these were close to the mescal or yant pit describ
ed on P.18, which is considered to pertain to a later oc
cupation of temporary nature.

As has been said repeatedly, lithic industry here waf 
of low standard*, the lack of material lending itself to 
pressure flaking doubtless has some hearing on the fast. 
Flakes were used for scrapers and blades, show 
no retouch and are not uniform in shape or size.

BP stone axes or mauls were collected in the region.
In Utah areas where northern Arizona influence is far 
less marked this is also the case;(3) it is notcable 
that here, with so preponderant a Pueblo population, 
axes are still absent. Excavation may shed a different 
light on this circumstance.

1 Steward,J.M.,1936,P.4% & tig.17. Mis general description 
of the Uintah type md&te covers these except that the trough 
does not run out at both ends and is very shallow.At the 
deeper end the trough is wider than at the shallow end,un
less the trough is well worn, when it is uniform in width.
2 ibid,Fig.17. 3 Steward,J.E.,1935,pp.17-20.



PLATE XX

Small 'celt-like' scrapers, two thirds actual size.



PLATE XXI



PLATE XXII

Stone artifacts, one half actual size.



PLATS XXIII

Stone artifacts, one half actual size



PLATE XXIV

Typical metate of the Y/alhalla Plateau
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Discussion:
That 7/alhalla' Plateau is nearly ideal for habitation 

has "been stressed. There was sufficient water for profit
able grazing when the Grand Canyon Cattle Company ran Its 
stock here, while vegetation and game are abundant.All in 
all one would fully expect to find, in so desirable a re
gion, some remains of former occupation.

It is certain that in late Basket Maker III it was al
ready inhabited;-anumber of sites bore Lino Gray sherds.
A few sherds were found undoubtedly precedent to Kana-a 
Black-on-white. Due to weathering the surface sherds of 
Lino Black-on-gray were of little value. :

In Pueblo I more people entered the areat this is well 
established since 18 percent of the sites bore Pueblo I and 
earlier pottery. A sufficient number of Kana-a Gray and 
Kana-a Black-on-white sherds were typical.

During Pueblo II there was a mass movement into the area; 
at this time there was the greatest concentration of popu
lation. 92 percent of the sites had pottery diagnostic of 
this stage as it is established to the south and eastward, 
(Deadmahs Black-on-white,Tusayan Black-on-red, Tusayan Cor
rugated.) Also at this time began the influx from the north, 
at first gradual, becoming more apparent as time.went on.
The writer feels justified in assuming that this movement was
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from the Virgin River Valley,Utah. Ho pottery from or re
lated to this region is seen until it appears on early 
Puehlo II sitea. Virgin River date# are not yet establish
ed hut are roughly considered contemporary with northern 
Arizona sites where they are minfitt* That Dogoaahi and 
Deadmana styles of deaeration appear on Virgin River 

types supports this theory,.in addition to the fact that 
the two pottery groups are found together on nearly all 
sites. She reason :for this movement from the north is at 
present conjectural. It is possible that Pueblo I in Utah 
was not well established as Steward suggests,(1) or that
in the Virgin River area it varied little from the norm.*
At any rate surface indices of movement from.the north 
during Pueblo I into the Grand Canyon cannot so far be 
recognized as such. Pueblo II is the first stage in which 
this new influence is felt. If we are to assume that a 
branch of Anasazi culture travelled north during Basket 
Maker III,(2) and that part of his® in southwestern Utah 
turned to the south again during Pueblo II(and is com- 

. pletely absent in the Salt Lake region at this time,)(3) 
soma adverse influence must have deflected the natural 
expansion of.Anasazi culture. This influence is tenta
tively considered to be an invading people from the 
north which kept overrunning its limits to the south.

r steward,J.h.,i9dW,pp.19-18. -----------
2 itid,pp.6-7
3 ibid,P.ie.
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As the amount of Utah pottery increases with the Anas§*f, 
cultural advance something extraneous must have caused 
this contraction into a more limited area.

By early Pueblo III a marked population decline may 
be seen since 50 percent of the sites are unogomplsd# 
Whether the increase of Pueblo peopl# from. prevented 
more than a few of those from the south from moving into 
the area, or seme other cause, we may only guess. It is 
evident that by 1160 or 1175 the area was deserted, -mince 
no sherds of later date were found. Possibly, as the area 
was' semi-isolated, dwellers there were protected for a 
time, but by middle Pueblo III they had crossed;to the 
south rim for further safety. Only hostile invasion seems 
to, explain this exodus; the agricultural terraces repre
sented a permanent investment which the builders would be 
disinclined to leave; rainfall on the north rim is more 
plentiful due to increased elevation, so that drought oan 
hardly have been a factor. Excavation and the presumable 
tree-ring material which this might yield may add much on 
this point. . - , • ...

It is evident that in Pueblo III there was general 
concentration of Anasasi culture into more restricted lo
cations. She lusayan Buin at the .'WaytldLe Museum of Arch
aeology, on the south rim, represents a typological de
velopment of the latest architectural plan found on the
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north rim.(1) This ruin has shown tyee ring dates uf circa 
1198 to 1205.(8) Dr, Haury helieves that it represents the 
final occupation of the south rim hy Pueblo people;(3) and 
this is in agreement with the writer's premise that the
exodus from the north rim was from 25 to .50 years earlier.

2hat the Grand Canyon was sometimes a deterrent to man 
is patent. The Spaniards did not cross it when they first 
arrived at its brink and were:appalled by its apparently 
unsoaleable walls.(4) Indians may have felt in the same 
way at first, but familiarity and a.natural urge to ex
plore must soon have overcome this; they seem to have had 
more than one trail across the Canyon and most have found 
little difficulty in going back and forth. When the north 
rim was finally abandoned the Canyon'must have acted as a 
partial protection and defense; but once the hostile north
erners had arrived in sufficient number# the dwellers at 
Tusayan and nearby ruins deserted their homes for others
more removed. Along this line of thought it is signifies^
' ' ' ........... - - - -  - - . " ' "

that shortly after the evacuation tiows- the south rim the 
Tsegi people were moving out of their pueblos in the val
leys and into protected cliff dwellings.(5) All of this 
points to a hostile invasion.

1 haury,£.W.,1951,Pig.1. “ ~2 ibid,pp.13-14.
3 in a conversation with the writer.
4 Winship,G.P.,1696,P,390.
5 McGregor,J.C.,1934,pp.6-8; ibid,1936,P.37.
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Distribution of house types eoefirma whut has been 
said of the relative consentration of dwellers in Valhalla 
Glades. Of the early circular and D«ahaped houses there 
are only a few. It is possible that pithouses, if they 
exist here,were overlooked,although they were borne in 
mind during the survey and only two sites which may pos
sibly have been such were observed.$he lack of soil above 
bedrock must in many places have precluded their construc
tion. .

During Pueblo II architectural development In the area 
is interesting. The small rectangular surface structure e_ 
volves into a two+room and later a three+room affair, and 
here commenced the practice of building a row of contig
uous granaries from one side of the living-room. These 
houses had some temporary superstructure built above the 
foundation stones since the amount of fallen debris around 
them is insufficient for complete walls. Houses of this 
period were most numerous of any, representing T2 percent 
of the total.

In Pueblo Illy houses become larger and less numerous*, 
in early examples the granaries were apparently built of 
masonry altogether while the living-room had the temporary
superstructure, A little later the whole plan changed so.. - / ■... . v • ' . - •
that the central livingroom. was of solid masonry while
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two rooms at eaoh end h#d temporary material in at:least 
the upper portion of the walls.This impression is derived 
frcm surface indications since the central room is covered 
by a large mouM of fallen debris while the end rooms are 
surrounded by only,a.small amount of the latter.

fhe presence of stone enclosures 50 to 75 feet long, 
and 50 to 50 feet wide is unexplained.Such sites date 
fratt Pueblo II to Pueblo III, and are exceptional.

Agricultural terraces and garden plots were of import
ance in the life here. latter adjoin many of the ruins; 
today they are identified by rows of small rocks which 
were removed from the earth and piled neatly along each : 
section. Terraces were restricted to the hillsides;stones 
were built up in low retaining walls. The obvious reason 
is the scarcity of topsoil; it is very rich here as may. be 
inferred from the profusion of tall grass and wildflowers 
growing in summer, but bedrock comes so close to the sur
face that some such conservation of earth for agriculture 
was imperative. B© doubt the small valley floors were also 
planted in crops but no evidences of such a custom remain. 
That the Indians made use of freshets for irrigation by 
diverting the water is still plainly evident. Altogether 
agriculture must have played a large part in prehistoric 
life here. Since mass transportation of the harvest for 
any distance must have been impractical we may presume .



that occupation of Wslhalla Glades was for the year round 
and not only in summer.

(Dhe quantitative analysis of sherds was consistent 
with other data obtained, i.e., that the earliest oocupfiiion 
was in Basket Maker III and Pueblo I.Sherds of these stages 
comprised 18.percent of the total. Pueblo II sherds com
prise 72 percent while early Pueblo III makes up only 10 
percent.

. It should be borne in mind by the reader that any pos
itive assertions made herein are based on the few potitive 
criteria available from surface survey, in conjunction 
with, analogous, material available from contemporary loom- 
tions elsewhere; the latter have been meed only for pur
poses of inference.

Analyzing sites, house types and sherds each as a .sep
arate entity has produced conclusions in agreement with 
one another; that the earliest occupation was in late Bas
ket Maker times; that the greatest concentration was dur
ing Pueblo II, and that the area was abandoned early in 
Pueblo III.■ . .. ' -- . ' - . : . ",: . .  . ■ . . '

, That there was an overlap of people from two areas,
those from the Virgin River and those from the Tsegi and 
San Francisoo mountains, is incontrovertible. Groups from 
the south and east settled first, those from the north 
seem not to have been present until during Pueblo II. In 
late Pueblo II the northerners were about equal to the
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n©rthern Ariaonans, in early Pueblo III northern influence 
is stronger• .... ■ ; ; . ■ . .

Of the stone work the celt-like soraper and thick crude 
blade may have desired from Utah.That stone axes and mauls 
are absent is in line v/ith findings from other Utah dis
tricts.Scarcity of projectile points in comparison with 
those on the south rim is an item of note.

In, considering the survey of the.Grand Canyon area in 
relation to archaeological research elsewhere in the south
west the following comments..may well be made; from present 
knowledge no regional development of material culture der
ivative of this area was carried ddsewheri, nor did any
thing in the culture sequence originate here even in local 
usage.The importance of the area lies in the fact that it 
establishes the presence of northern Arizona people where 
they were not hitherto precisely recorded? and the presence 
of Virgin River people farther south than they have been 
previously thought to have penetrated, and both presumably 
simultaneous. When any future study of population movement 
in the southwest is undertaken the Grand Canyon will be a 
region well worth additional investigation in this connect
ion. Even with the little presented here it is felt that 
something has been added concerning expansion and contract
ion of the Anasasi culture. Fortunately the aberration of 
ceramic development during the Utah period was sufficient
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to tie readily traced on its return southward. In other 
words if this survey has proved nothing else it has demon
strated* the movement of Ahaeasl eulture, progressing in 
waves to the northwest and then receding from the peri
phery into the central area. Precise chronology of these 
movements must tie left uncertain until fixed tiy future 
excavation.

This survey of W’alhalla Glades merely scratched the 
surface of the main north rim, tint from it some notion 
of archaeological remains to tie expected there may tie 
gathered. It is hoped that the report will arouse inter- 
est in this cross road of two peoples and will, for the 
present at least, fill a small gap in southwestern arch
aeology. : ■ "*"" • ’ ■ ' • • ' •' - " ■ ■
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